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A. Introduction 

 

In view of its European Union accession, Cyprus, in 2002, redrafted its whole Tax 

Legislation. This new Legislation came into force as from 1/1/2003. Since then, 

significant steps have been taken to improve the tax treatment of both interest 

income and interest expense in order to enhance the attractiveness of Cyprus as a 

favorable jurisdiction for companies that are engaged in financing activities either 

within their own group or between third parties. 

 

The tax legislation becomes even more attractive to international investors when the 

wide network of double tax treaties that Cyprus has signed as well as the EU Interest 

and Royalty Directive are put into consideration. By combining the benefits of local 

laws and international agreements and EU Directives, the synergies created are 

immense. 

 

With this publication we outline the main provisions of the Taxation Laws in relation 

to the tax treatment of interest income and interest expense and we elaborate on 

the various financing schemes available.  

 

 

B. The basis of Taxation of Interest Income 

 

Generally the Taxation Laws in Cyprus are applicable only to tax residents of 

Cyprus, both individuals and companies, on their world-wide income.   

 

(I) Definition of tax resident 

 

a) In the case of an individual – means an individual who stays in 

Cyprus for one or more periods exceeding, in aggregate 183 days in 

the year of assessment. 

 

b) In the case of a company – means a company whose “management 

and control” is exercised in Cyprus.  
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The management and control of a company is exercised by its board of 

directors. The nationality or the residence of the shareholders is irrelevant. 

It is also irrelevant where the company was registered, whether in Cyprus 

or abroad. Incorporation in Cyprus is not sufficient to qualify the company 

as a tax resident of Cyprus. There is no definition in the Law as to the 

meaning of “management and control”.  

 

The main factors that will identify this issue are:- 

 

 The place of directors’ meetings. Where board decisions are taken. This 

factor is treated as being the most crucial; 

 The residence of the directors or at least the majority of them; 

 The degree of control exercised by the directors on company decisions; 

 Where the general policy of the company is formulated.  

 

Non-residents of Cyprus are not taxable in Cyprus. Despite this general 

rule, non - residents having income from within Cyprus (Cyprus source 

income) i.e. through a permanent establishment are taxable in Cyprus 

only as to this Cyprus source income.   

 

For a detailed analysis as to the applicability of the taxation laws, kindly see 

our publication "Cyprus Tax Legislation on Companies (The Foreign Investors’ 

Approach)" as well as our publication “Immigration and Retirement in Cyprus 

– The Tax Aspect”. 

 

(II) Taxation of Interest Income 

 

Taxation on interest income is imposed according to:- 

 

 

 The “Income Tax Law’’;   or  

 The “Special Defence Contribution for the Republic Law’’. 
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The applicability of each of the above laws (herein referred to as the 

“Law”) depends on the type of interest income a person will acquire which 

is divided into two main categories:- 

 

1. Interest income acquired from the ordinary activities of the 

business or closely connected with those activities. 

  

 In this case the interest is treated as active interest and is regarded 

as trading income and taxed according to Income Tax Law at the 

rate of 12.5% on any resulting net taxable profits, and  

 

2. Interest income not acquired from the ordinary activities of 

the business or closely connected with those activities.  

 

 In this case the interest is considered as passive interest and is 

taxed under Special Defence Contribution Tax at the rate of 30% 

on the interest income accrued or credited. 

 
 

(III) Interpretation of “ordinary activities” and “activities closely 

connected with ordinary activities” 

 

As the definition of what is regarded as “ordinary activities” or activities 

closely connected with ordinary activities” is not clearly identified in the 

Law, The Commissioner of Income Tax, has interpreted the above 

provisions of the Law in a separate circular as follows:- 

 

1. Interest that is acquired “from the ordinary activities of the 

business” :- 

 

This type of interest is considered to be: - 
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a) The interest of banking businesses.  

  

 This category includes all the banks, co-operative credit institutions 

and enterprises that have as their main purpose the granting of loans 

such as the Housing Finance Corporation.  

 

b) The interest that is acquired by financing companies. 

  

 These are the companies which provide finance by the method of hire 

- purchase or leasing agreements or any other type of financing.  

 

In effect, the interest that the banks and financial institutions or 

financing companies receive or credited, is considered as trading 

income and is NOT liable to Special Defence Contribution Tax but only 

liable to Income Tax  at 12.5% on any resulting  net profits. 

 

2. Interest  that is acquired from “activities closely connected 

with the ordinary activities of the business”:-   

 

This type of interest is considered to be:- 

 

a) The interest received or credited from  trade debtors: 

 

For example, the interest received or credited by companies or 

individuals when their normal business activity is the buying, selling or 

development of immovable property, or the interest received or 

credited by companies or individuals that are selling or re-selling cars 

or other vehicles or machinery or other products.  

 

 

 

 

In effect, the interest that companies or individuals receive or credited 

from their ordinary trading activities with their debtors is considered 
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as interest closely connected with the ordinary activities of the 

business and is not subject to Special Defence Contribution Tax but 

only to Income Tax. 

   

b) Interest on current accounts 

 

The interest that companies or individuals receive from banks in their 

commercial banking accounts (current accounts) used for their 

ordinary trading activities. 

 

c) The interest of Insurance Companies;  

 

d) The interest that companies receive or credited when they 

act as the vehicle through which the companies of the group 

are financed.  

 

In effect, companies which are used as a financing vehicle of their 

group, i.e. financing a mother, subsidiary or other related company 

(associate), then the interest received or credited is considered as 

trading income and is not subject to Special Defence Contribution Tax, 

but only subject to Income Tax at a rate of 12.5% on any resulting net 

profits.  

 

The meaning of “group companies”  

 

The meaning of group of companies is defined in the Companies’ Law 

Cap. 113, where  according to Art. 2 of this law, “group of companies” 

means the whole body of companies which consists of the mother and 

its subsidiary or its subsidiaries.  

 

Further, according to Art.148 of the Companies’ Law Cap. 113, the 

meaning of subsidiary and holding companies is defined as follows:- 

 

  A company is deemed to be a subsidiary of another if, but only if, 
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a) that either – 

(i) is a member of it and controls the composition of its board 

of directors; or  

(ii) holds the majority of the voting shares (rights) ; or 

(iii) is its member and controls the majority of the voting shares 

(rights) by agreement which has been signed with other 

members. 

b) the first mentioned company is a subsidiary of any company which 

is that other’s subsidiary. 

 

A company controls the composition of the board of directors if, but 

only if, that other company can appoint or remove the holders of all or 

the majority of the directorships without the consent or concurrence 

of any other person. 

 

For the purposes of the Companies Law, a company shall be deemed 

to be another’s holding company if, but only if, that other is its 

subsidiary. 

  

Further, according to International Financial Reporting Standards 

applicable in tax audit matters, an associate is an enterprise in which 

the investor has significant influence and which is neither a subsidiary 

nor a joint venture of the investor.  

 

Significant influence is defined as the power to participate in the 

financial and operating policy decisions of the investee but without 

being able to exercise control over those policies. If an investor holds, 

directly or indirectly through subsidiaries, 20% or more of the voting 

power of the investee, it is presumed that the investor does have 

significant  

 

 

influence, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that this is not the 

case. Conversely, if the investor holds, directly or indirectly through 
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subsidiaries, less than 20% of the voting power of the investee, it is 

presumed that the investor does not have significant influence, unless 

such influence can be clearly demonstrated. A substantial or majority 

ownership by another investor does not necessary preclude an investor 

from having significant influence. 

 

The commissioner of Income Tax considers within the definition of a 

“group of companies”, any parent or subsidiary company as specified 

in the Law as well as any associate company (holding more than 20% 

of the voting shares).  

 

In view of the above, full disclosure as to the group structure will need 

to be provided to the company’s auditors in order to be able to assess 

the correct tax treatment of the interest income. 

 

3. Interest received or credited liable to Special Defence 

Contribution Tax 

 

  Examples of interest liable to Special Defence Contribution Tax: - 

 

 Interest received by the resident company/individual from fixed 

deposit accounts and bonds that are not held as a trading activity; 

 

 Interest received or expected to be received from loans granted by 

companies that do not qualify as an ordinary activity or an activity 

closely connected with the company’s ordinary activities. 
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C. Tax Deductibility of Interest expense 

 

According to the Income Tax Law, for an expense to be considered as tax deductible 

the general rule is that it must be made wholly and exclusively for the production of 

taxable income. 

 

(I) The general rule 

 

 In regards to the tax treatment of the interest expense, the decisive factor 

is the purpose for which the loan that generates the relevant interest expense 

was used for. If the loan was used for the production of taxable income, i.e. 

for the acquisition of a business asset, then such interest expense is regarded 

as a tax deductible expense for income tax purposes.  

 

 If, on the other hand, the loan was acquired for the acquisition of a non-

business asset, i.e. an asset that will not be used in the business for the 

production of taxable income, then such interest expense will not be regarded 

as tax deductible. It must be stressed that shares or other non-interest 

bearing titles are considered as non-business assets.  

 

 Therefore, when the acquisition of shares in other companies is financed by 

interest bearing loans, the interest expense will not be deductible for taxation 

purposes. The acquisition, however, of interest bearing titles such as 

debentures and bonds are considered as business assets as they generate 

taxable income (i.e. interest income) for the company. 

 

 This restriction on the deductibility of interest expense on loans obtained for 

the acquisition of non-business assets will apply for a period of seven years 

from the date of acquisition of these assets or up to the date of disposal of 

such assets. 

 If a loan acquired is used for the acquisition of both business and non-

business assets, then the restriction is apportioned according to the 

acquisition cost of each asset. 
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(II) Exceptions of assets from the interest restriction calculation 

 

The above mentioned restriction on the deductibility of interest expense on 

loans obtained for the acquisition of non-business assets will not apply for 

assets acquired under the following situations:- 

 

 In case the acquisition of the non-business assets was financed though 

the issue of new share capital without any actual cash movement (i.e. 

share for share exchange) given that there will not be a reduction of 

capital while the non-business asset is still held by the company, for a 

period of seven year from the date of the acquisition of such asset. 

 

 In case the acquisition of the non-business assets was financed though 

the issue of new share capital given that this can be clearly verified and 

that the payment for the acquisition of such assets is made within 6 

months from the date of the issue of the new share capital. 

 

 In case the acquisition of the non-business assets was financed though an 

interest free loan received from a related party specifically for the purpose 

of obtaining the non-business assets, given that this can be clearly 

verified, and provided that the payment for the acquisition of such assets 

is made within 6 months from the date the interest free loan was obtained. 

Such interest free loan must remain outstanding for at least a period of 

seven years or up to the date the non-business asset is disposed. 

 
 In case the acquisition of the non-business assets was financed though 

the company’s own capital and reserves given that within a period of six 

months from the acquisition of the non-business assets the company has 

not created any other loan obligation, provided that for a period of seven 

years from the acquisition or up until the disposal of the non-business 

asset, there will be no capital reduction or dividend payment. 

 
 In cases of back to back to loans, either between related parties or 

between the company and third parties, and given that it can be clearly 

verified that it relates to back to back loans, then there will be no interest 
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expense restriction on the loan acquired, provided that the time between 

the date of obtaining the loan and the date of granting the respective loan 

will not exceed a period of six months. 

 

 

D. The “back to back loans between related parties” scheme 

 

Generally, the provisions of loans to related parties must be made in accordance with 

the arms-length principle, i.e. the loans must be provided at an interest rate 

according to the market rates prevailing at the date they are granted, as if the 

transaction was performed between unrelated parties. 

 

The back to back loans between related parties is a scheme that allows funding 

between related parties to take place through Cyprus with the ability to keep as 

taxable profits in Cyprus only the difference between the borrowing rate and the 

lending rate. 

 

Therefore, if a Cyprus tax resident company receives a loan from a related company 

and uses this amount of the loan received to grant a loan to another related company, 

then the following net profit margins will be applicable: 

 

- For receiving and granting of interest bearing loans: 

 

Amount of the Loan  Margin 

Less than Euro 50 million  0,35% 

Between Euro 50-200 million   0,25% 

More than Euro 200 million  0,125% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- For receiving and granting of zero interest loans: 
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Amount of the Loan  Margin 

Any amount  0,35% 

 

 

(I) Conditions for the scheme to apply 

 

The above margins are applicable only if the below conditions are met:- 

 

 The transaction must involve loans between related companies where a 

Cyprus tax resident company receives loan from a related company and 

provides a loan to another company. 

 

In case where the loan granted from the Cyprus company was partly 

financed by a loan and partly by capital, then the margins stated above 

are applicable only for the part of the loan granted that was financed by a 

loan. 

 

 The write off of either a loan received or granted by a Cyprus Tax Resident 

company that was considered as a back to back loan between related 

parties, shall not raise either directly or indirectly any tax benefits or 

obligations to the company. In cases where the company writes off a loan 

granted, but the respective loan received will remain active, then the 

Company will not be able to claim a tax deduction on the interest expense 

of that loan. 

  

 The period between the date of receiving the loan and the date of granting 

the loan should not exceed a period of six months. 

 

 In case where a loan received by the Cyprus company is paid or written 

off before the repayment of the respective loan granted, or vice-versa, 

then the above provisions will be applicable only until day of payment or 

write off. 
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 For the purposes of calculating the profit margin, any expenses (excluding 

foreign exchange differences) which relate directly or indirectly to the loan 

transactions should be deducted. This means that the above stated 

margins relate to net profit margins. Therefore, in order to derive the 

minimum allowable net profit margins, the tax payer should deduct from 

the lending rate the borrowing rate and all related expenses with the 

resulting remaining margin being the minimum allowable margin for tax 

purposes as stated above. Any realised foreign exchange gains or losses, 

resulting from back to back loans to related parties, will not be considered 

as taxable or tax deductible respectively. 

 

 The above stated margins are applicable for each individual loan provided 

by the company. It will also be applicable in cases where the Cyprus 

company will be receiving many loans that will be used to grant a single 

(consolidated) loan, or vice-versa. 

 

 The above provisions will be applicable also in the case where the Cyprus 

Company is borrowing from a third party (i.e. a bank) in order to grant a 

loan to a related company, where the third party has received collaterals 

from other related companies. 

 

 

E. Tax implications of loans granted by the company to its shareholders 

and directors 

 

The Law makes a distinction on the loans or other facilities granted by the company 

to its shareholders or directors based on whether they are legal or natural persons. 
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(I) To legal persons 

 

 Loans provided by the company to legal persons acting as directors or 

shareholders of the company are treated as normal loans granted to related 

parties and should therefore be made in accordance with the arms-length 

principle, i.e. they must be provided at an interest rate according to the 

market rates prevailing at the date the loan was granted, as if the transaction 

was performed between unrelated parties. 

 

(II) To natural persons 

 

 On the loans provided by the company to natural persons acting as directors 

or shareholders of the company there is a deemed benefit of 9% per year on 

the outstanding balance. This deemed benefit is allocated and taxed on the 

natural person receiving the loan and not to the company granting it. If this 

natural person will be a tax resident of Cyprus (i.e. spends more than 183 

days in Cyprus) then this benefit will be added to his worldwide income and 

be taxed according to the income tax rates applicable for individuals. If 

however, this person is not a tax resident of Cyprus, then this benefit will be 

taxable in Cyprus in proportion of the days this non-tax resident person 

spends in Cyprus. 

 

  

 Unpaid Share Capital 

 

 It must be noted that the above principles will apply also in the case where 

the company’s share capital remains unpaid, as this unpaid share capital is 

regarded in effect as a loan facility from the company to its shareholders, 

legal or natural persons. 
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F. The use of Double Tax Treaties, EU Directives and Unilateral Tax 

Credit Relief 

 
 

For the operations of the Cyprus companies with international financing activities in 

foreign countries, the wide network of double tax treaties as well as the applicability 

of the EU Interest and Royalty Directive, is of immense importance as it allows for 

interest income to be received from treaty countries or from other EU member states 

with low or no withholding tax deductions at the country from which interest is paid. 

 

Under the EU Interest and Royalty Directive, interest payments from one member 

state company to another should not be subject to any withholding tax at source. 

The directive allows countries to impose some minimum shareholding or minimum 

duration of investment holding conditions in order for the directive to be applicable. 

 

Under the relevant provisions of the Double Tax Treaties, the amount of withholding 

tax deduction on interest is agreed between the states. Usually the withholding tax 

rates between treaty countries are significantly lower than withholding tax rates 

between countries that they have not concluded into a Double Tax Treaty. On 

payments of interest from Cyprus to a foreign lender in any country, under local 

legislation there is no withholding tax deduction.  

 

A table with all the double tax treaties Cyprus have signed and the respective 

withholding tax rates for dividends, interest and royalties can be found in Appendix 

I of this publication. 

 

In cases where there will be a withholding tax deduction on the interest income that 

a Cyprus company will receive from abroad, there is the possibility for the Cyprus 

Company to claim a tax credit relief on the taxation paid abroad in any foreign 

country so that taxation will not be paid on the same income twice. In these cases, 

proper documentation evidencing the payment of taxes on the same income in the 

foreign country will have to be provided. 
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G. Conclusion 

 

It is evident from the above analysis of the tax treatment of interest in Cyprus has 

significantly evolved in order to improve the jurisdiction’s attractiveness for 

conducting financing activities. The flexibility of the legal and tax legislation, the 

applicability of the Interest Directive as well as the wide network of double tax 

treaties makes the Cyprus company one of the most efficient vehicles for conducting 

financing activities in Europe. The international investors should always be aware of 

the possibilities that are offered when doing business through Cyprus. The above 

analysis of the Law can provide to the international investor an excellent overview 

on the tax treatment of interest in Cyprus. 
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H. Disclaimer  

 

This publication has been prepared as a general guide and for information purposes 

only. It is not a substitution for professional advice. One must not rely  on it without 

receiving independent advice based on the particular facts of  his/her own 

case.  No responsibility can be accepted by the authors or the publishers for any loss 

occasioned by acting or refraining from acting on the  basis of this publication. 

 

January 2015 
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Appendix I – Double Tax Treaties Table 

 

The following table gives a summary of the withholding taxes for dividends, interest 

and royalties received in Cyprus provided by the double tax treaties entered into by 

Cyprus. It must be mentioned that for payment made from Cyprus to any foreign 

jurisdiction, there is no withholding tax deduction under the local legislation. In case 

royalties are paid on rights used within Cyprus, there is a withholding tax of 10% 

unless restricted by a treaty.  

 

 

 

 Received in Cyprus 

Payer 
Dividends 
(%) 

Interest 
(%) 

Royalties 
(%) 

Notes Payer 
Dividends 
(%) 

Interest 
(%) 

Royalties 
(%) 

Notes 

Treaty 
countries: 

        
Treaty 
countries: 

        

Armenia 0 5 5 * Mauritius 0 0 0   

Austria 10 0 0   Moldova 5 5 5 * 

Belarus 5 5 5 * Montenegro 10 10 10 *  

Belgium 10 10 0 * Norway 0 0 0 * 

Bulgaria 5 7 10 * Poland 0 5 5 * 

Canada 15 15 10 * Portugal 10 10 10   

China, P.R. 10 10 10   Qatar 0 0 5 * 

Czech Republic 0 0 0 * Romania 10 10 5 * 

Denmark 0 0 0 * Russia 5 0 0 * 

Egypt 15 15 10   San Marino 0 0 0   

Estonia 0 0 0   Serbia 10 10 10   

Finland 5 0 0 * Seychelles 0 0 5   

France 10 10 0 * Singapore 0 10 10 * 

Germany 5 0 0 * Slovak Republic 10 10 5 * 

Greece 25 10 0 * Slovenia 5 5 5 * 

Guernsey 0 0 0   South Africa 0 0 0   

Hungary 5 10 0 * Spain 0 0 0   

Iceland 5 0 5 * Sweden 5 10 0 * 

India 10 10 15 * Switzerland       * 

Ireland, Rep. of 0 0 0 * Syria 0 10 10 * 

Italy 15 10 0   Thailand 10 15 5 * 
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Kuwait 0 0 5 * 
United Arab 
Emirates 

0 0 0   

Lebanon 5 5 0   Ukraine 5 2 5 *  

Lithuania 0 0 5 * United Kingdom 15 10 0 * 

Malta 15 10 10   United States 5 10 0 * 

 

NOTES 

Armenia  

 Dividends: A rate of 5% if a dividend is paid by a company in which the beneficial 
owner has invested less than EUR 150.000,00 

 

Belarus  
 

 Dividends: If investment is less than EUR 200.000,00 dividends are subject to 15% 
WHT which is reduced to 10% if the recipient company controls 25% or more of the 
paying company. 

 
Belgium  

 
 Dividends: A rate of 15% if received by a company controlling less than 25% of the 

voting power. 
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to a government, bank, or financial institution. Nil if paid to the 
government of another state. No WHT for interest on deposits with banking 

institutions.  
 
Bulgaria 
 

 Dividends: This rate applies to companies holding directly at least 25% of the share 
capital of the company paying the dividend. In all other cases the WHT is 10%.  
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state. This rate does not apply if 
the payment is made to a Cyprus international business entity by a resident of Bulgaria 
owning directly or indirectly at least 25% of the share capital of the Cyprus entity.  

 
Canada 
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to a government or for export guarantee.  

 
 Royalties: Nil on literary, dramatic, musical, or artistic work. 

 
Czech Republic  
 

 Dividends: This rate applies if received by a company (excluding partnership) which 

holds directly at least 10% of the shares for an uninterrupted period of no less than 
one year. 5% applies in all other cases.  
 

 Royalties: 10% for patent, trademark, design or model, plan, secret formula or 
process, computer software or industrial, commercial, or scientific equipment, or for 
information concerning industrial, commercial, or scientific experience.  
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Denmark 
 

 Dividends: Nil if paid to the government of the other state. A rate of 15% if received 
by a company controlling less than 10% of the share capital of the paying company or 
the duration of any holding is less than one uninterrupted year.  

 
Finland 

 
A rate of 15% applies if received by a company controlling less than 10% of the voting 
power in the paying company and in all cases if received by an individual. 
 

France 

 

 Dividends: A rate of 15% if received by a person controlling less than 10% of the 
voting power. 
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to a government, bank, or financial institution.  
 

 Royalties: A rate of 5% on film and TV royalties.  
 

Germany 
 

 Dividends: A rate of 15% if received by a company controlling less than 10% of the 
voting power. 
 

Greece 
 

 Dividends: The treaty provides for WHT on dividends but Greece does not impose any 

withholding tax in accordance with its own legislation.  
 

 Royalties: A rate of 5% on film royalties.  
 
Hungary 

 
 Dividends: A rate of 15% if received by a company controlling less than 25% of the 

voting power. 
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state.  
 
Iceland 

 
 Dividends: 5% if the beneficial owner is a company (other than partnership) 

which holds directly at least 10% of the capital of the company paying the 
dividends. 10% in all other cases 

 
India 
 

 Dividends: A rate of 15% if received by a person controlling less than 10% of the 
voting power. 
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to a government, bank, or financial institution.  
 

 Royalties: A rate of 10% for payments of a technical, managerial, or consulting 

nature.  
 
Ireland 
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 Royalties: A rate of 5% on film royalties.  
 
Kuwait  
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state. 
  

 Royalties: This rate applies for patents, trademarks, designs or models, plans, secret 

formulas, or processes, or any industrial, commercial, or scientific equipment, or for 
information concerning industrial, commercial, or scientific experience. 

 
Lithuania 
 

 Dividends: NILL if the beneficial owner is a company (other than partnership) 

which holds directly at least 10% of the capital of the company paying the 
dividends. 5% in all other cases 

 
Moldova 
 

 Dividends: This rate applies if received by a company (excluding partnerships) that 
holds directly 25% of the shares. A rate of 10% applies in all other cases.  

 
Montenegro:  
 

 Applies the Yugoslavia/Cyprus treaty.  
 
Norway 
 

 Dividends: A rate of 5% if received by a person controlling less than 50% of the 

voting power.  
 
Poland  
 

 Dividends: Requirement to hold at least 10% for an interrupted period of 24 months. 

Otherwise a rate of 5% will be applicable.  
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state.  
 
Qatar  
 

 Royalties: Applies to any consideration for the use of, or the right to use, any 

copyright of literary, artistic or scientific work (including cinematograph films and 
films, tapes or discs for radio or television broadcasting), computer software, any 
patent, trademark, design or model, plan, secret formula or process, or for information 
concerning industrial, commercial, or scientific experience.  

 
Romania  
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state.  
 

 Royalties: This rate applies for patents, trademarks, designs or models, plans, secret 
formulas, or processes, or any industrial, commercial, or scientific equipment, or for 
information concerning industrial, commercial, or scientific experience.  

 

Russia 
 

 Dividends: A rate of 10% if a dividend is paid by a company in which the beneficial 
owner has invested less than EUR 100.000.  
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Serbia 
 

 Applies the Yugoslavia/Cyprus treaty.  
 
Singapore 
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state. A rate of 7% if paid to a 
bank or financial institution.  

 
Slovak Republic  
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state. 

 
 Royalties: This rate applies for patents, trademarks, designs or models, plans, secret 

formulas, or processes, or any industrial, commercial, or scientific equipment, or for 
information concerning industrial, commercial, or scientific experience.  

 
Slovenia 
 

 Dividends: The provisions of the Parent-Subsidiary EU directive are applicable. 
 
 
 
Spain 
 

 A rate of 5% if received by a company holding less than 10% of the share capital of 

the paying company and in all cases if received by an individual or a company not 

limited at least partly by shares 
 
Sweden 
 

 Dividends: A rate of 15% if received by a company controlling less than 25% of the 

voting power.  
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to the government of the other state.  
 
 
Switzerland 
 

 Dividends: Nil if the beneficial owner is: 
 

i) A company (other than a partnership) the capital of which is wholly or partly 
divided into shares and which holds directly at least 10% of the capital of the 

company paying the dividend for an uninterrupted period of at least one year. 
ii) A pension fund or other similar institution recognised as such tax purposes, or 
iii) The Government, a political subdivision, local authority or central bank of one 

of the two contracting states. 15% in all other cases. 
 

 
Syria 

 Dividends: A rate of 15% applies if received by a company controlling less than 25% 
of the voting power.  

 
 Interest: Nil if paid to a government or for export guarantee.  

 
Thailand 
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 Interest: A rate of 10% on interest received by a financial institution or when it relates 

to sale on credit of any industrial, commercial, or scientific equipment or of 
merchandise.  
 

 Royalties: This rate applies for any copyright of literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, 
or scientific work. A 10% rate applies for industrial, commercial, or scientific 

equipment. A 15% rate applies for patents, trademarks, designs or models, plans, 
secret formulas, or processes.  

 
Ukraine:  
 

 Dividends: A rate of 15% applies if received by a company controlling less than 20% 

of the share capital and the shareholder has invested less than EUR 100,000  
 

 Royalties: A rate of 5% on payment or royalties in respect of any copyright of 
scientific work, any patent, trade mark, secret formula, process or information 
concerning industrial, commercial or scientific experience. 10% WHT applies in all 
other cases  

 

United Kingdom 
 

 Dividends: This rate applies to individual shareholders regardless of their percentage 
of shareholding. Companies controlling less than 10% of the voting shares are also 
entitled to this rate. 
 

 Royalties: A rate of 5% on film and TV royalties. 

 

United States 
 

 Dividends: A rate of 15% if received by a person controlling less than 10% of the 
voting power. 
 

 Interest: Nil if paid to a government, bank, or financial institution. 
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Our Firm  
 

Kinanis LLC, a law and consulting firm, is one of the leading and largest business law firms in Cyprus 

and advises for over 30 years the international investor and private clients on all aspects of law, tax and 

accounting. 

 

Kinanis LLC absorbed the business of its shareholders which are in the legal and consulting profession 

since 1983, with local and international dimensions.  

 

Experience and practice over the years brought forward the need for transformation from a traditional 

law firm to a more innovative multidisciplinary firm providing a full range of services combining law and 

accounting with the extensive expertise in corporate and tax advice to ensure that our clients will obtain 

the best possible spherical advice adopting the principle as to the services offered "All in one place", so 

that the client will find a quick, correct and efficient solution to its daily legal, accounting and tax issues 

in a trustworthy environment.   

  

This combination of legal, accounting and tax services through our well qualified personnel and our 

involvement and participation in international transactions over the years, have established our firm as 

one of the key players in the field. Our involvement in international financial transactions has also 

provided us with the extensive expertise in representing groups, corporations, funds as well as the 

private client. 

 

The firm is staffed with around 80 young, energetic and ambitious professionals, including lawyers, 

accountants and administrators who provide prompt, efficient and high quality services and who are 

capable of meeting the current demanding challenges of the local and international business 

environment. 

 

We always look to give solutions in a simple and as possible quick way focusing on the needs of each 

client trying to anticipate the issues before becoming a problem. 

 

Kinanis LLC 

Lawyers’ Limited Company 

12 Egypt Street, 1097, Nicosia  

P.O. Box 22303, 1520 Nicosia, Cyprus  

Tel: + 357 22 55 88 88 – Fax: + 357 22 66 25 00 

E-mail: KinanisLLC@kinanis.com – Web site: www.kinanis.com  

 

Corporate Division 

Christos P. Kinanis 

Fax: +357 22 76 28 08 

corporate@kinanis.com 

Accounting Division 

Charalambos Meivatzis  

Fax: +357 22 75 14 74 

accounting@kinanis.com    

Litigation Division 

Andrianna Solomonides 

Fax: +357 22 45 81 95  

litigation@kinanis.com  

Banking Department 

Myroulla Kyriacou  

Fax: +357 22 75 39 

banking@kinanis.com  

Tax Department 

Marios Palesis 

Fax: +357 22 75 14 74 

tax@kinanis.com  

Accounting & VAT Department 

Demetra Constantinou  

Fax: +357 22 75 14 74 

accounting@kinanis.com 

 

KINANIS is the service mark through which Kinanis LLC of Cyprus, Kinanis Fiduciaries Limited of Malta 
and their affiliated companies are conducting business each of which is a separate legal entity. 
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